Researchers may describe different aspects of past scientific publications in their publications and the descriptions may keep changing in the evolution of science. The diverse and changing descriptions (i.e., citation context) on a publication characterize the impact and contributions of the past publication. In this article, we aim to provide an approach to understanding the changing and complex roles of a publication characterized by its citation context. We described a method to represent the publications' dynamic roles in science community in different periods as a sequence of vectors by training temporal embedding models. The temporal representations can be used to quantify how much the roles of publications changed and interpret how they changed. Our study in the biomedical domain shows that our metric on the changes of publications' roles is stable over time at the population level but significantly distinguish individuals. We also show the interpretability of our methods by a concrete example.
Introduction
Although the content of a scientific publication cannot be changed once it was published, how other researchers cite and evaluate the publication may keep changing. The actual scientific contributions and impact of a specific publication are changing within the evolving intellectual spaces constructed with other publications. Besides the roles of publications are ever-changing, the role of a publication may be complex because of the varied contributions made by the publication, especially the publications that have contributed to interdisciplinary or fundamental research topics. The changing and complex roles of publications can be characterized by their citations. We can construct citation networks and extract citation context (i.e., the sentences containing citations) for analyzing scientific publications (Elkiss et al., 2008) . Citation networks are constructed commonly for characterizing a relevant intellectual structure and then identify the place where the analyzed publication is (Orosz, Farkas, & Pollner, 2016) or the alteration of the structure caused by the publication (Chen, 2012) . The text of citation context is used to characterize publications for various applications, such as publication summarization (Qazvinian, 2010) , survey article generation (Mohammad et al., 2009 ) and information retrieval (Huang, Wu, Liang, Mitra, & Giles, 2015) . Quantitative metric for quantifying the role changes of publications can be derived from citation network analysis, but interpreting the changes is not straightforward which always relied on techniques of text mining and visual analytics; while analyzing the text of citation context naturally has interpretable results, a unified quantitative measurement is challenging to be built on the unstructured textual data. In this article, we proposed a method to provide temporal representations of in-text citation of publications by word embedding models trained from citation context text, which can be used to characterize and analyze the changing and complex roles of the publications. The in-text citations of publications are the citations referred to this publication in the full text of other publications cited this publication; The text around the in-text citation is the citation context text. Based on the temporal representations of citations, we introduced a simple method to quantify the role changes of publications characterized by their citation context and described how to interpret the changes by making use of the interpretability features of embedding representations. 
Related work
Recently, embedding learning techniques were employed in representing key elements of scientific knowledge, such as publications (Ganguly & Pudi, 2017) , authors (Soumyajit, Manish, Varma, & Pudi, 2015) , citations (Berger, McDonough, & Seversky, 2017) and research topics (He & Chen, 2017) . Paper2vec (Ganguly & Pudi, 2017) leveraged both citation networks and textual information of publications to represent a publication, but the textual information they used is the full text of publications which is the description from authors of publication rather than scientific communities. Another study also named 'Paper2vec' (Tian & Zhuo, 2017) focused on utilizing neighbor nodes of publications in citation network to represent the publications. Cite2vec (Berger et al., 2017) represented publications by using their citation context as ours and provided a visualization for exploration, while the temporal feature of citation context is ignored. In our study, we emphasize representing the changes of publications characterized by the citation context of the publications over time.
Methods
In this section, we describe how we train temporal citation embedding models, which includes embedding model training for each period and embedding model alignment. We also present our approaches to quantifying the role changes of publications and interpreting the changes based on the trained temporal embedding models.
Data and preprocessing
The dataset we used for training is the PubMed Central Open Access Subset (PMC OAS) which is an open access XML formatted full-text document repository from biomedicine and the life sciences maintained by the U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) 1 . We can parse in-text citations and citation context from PMC OAS because of the well-structured XML files. In this study, we trained embedding models by documents published from 2007 to 2016 in PMC OAS which comprises 1,197,931 full-text scientific publications. To train the citation embeddings, we need to use a unique identifier to indicate a publication in full text. Many references cited by publications in the PMC OAS have unique publication identifiers such as PubMed ID (PMID) and PubMed Central ID (PMCID). However, many cited references are not included in PubMed, so they don't have unique identifiers. We assign unique identifiers for these references by using their metadata in the form of 'FA_VE_YR_VO_FP' where FA is the first author's first name and last name, VE is the name of venue (journal or conference proceeding), YR is the year of the publication date, VO is the volume number, and FP is the first page number of the publication. If a cited reference has neither a PubMed ID nor identifiable metadata for constructing a unique identifier, the reference will be ignored in this study. Since our embedding learning method learns the representation of a citation by capturing the context of the citation within its sentence, we need sentence tokenizer to segment the full text into sentences. Then, we conduct a series of preprocessing by using 'NLPre' 2 , including dash removal, token replacement, URL replacement, capitalization normalization, replacing phrase from Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) dictionary, etc.
Embedding learning
Word embedding techniques were proved to be able to capture semantic and syntactic effectively (Mikolov, Sutskever, Chen, Corrado, & Dean, 2013) . We build citation embeddings for understanding how researchers described the cited publication. We use skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) (Mikolov et al., 2013) to learn citation embedding based on the context words of citation in the full text of publications. Given a citation or a phrase w i in training dataset, skip-gram maps it into a continuous representation vector w i . w i is used to predict the context words of w i . The objective of skip-gram is to maximize the log probability:
where T is the occurrence of each word or citation in the training data, c is the window size of context and w j is the context of w i . Negative sampling builds 'negative' context words for each w i to accelerate the training procedure. We leave out the technical details of skip-gram and negative sampling because of limited pages. We separately constructed citation embeddings from publication text data for each year by SGNS algorithm. We empirically set embedding length as 100 and the window size as 5.
Temporal embedding alignment
Since our embedding models are constructed separately for different years, the models are in different vector space. We need to align the models for different years into the same coordinate axes to quantify and compare the citation context changes of a publication. We use orthogonal Procrustes to align the learned low-dimensional embeddings (Hamilton, Leskovec, & Jurafsky, 2016) . Defining W (t) ∈ ℝ d×|ν| as the matrix of word embeddings learn at period t, we align across time periods while preserving cosine similarities by optimizing (6) = arg min > 2
Quantify the changes of citation context
The representations of citations can be compared over different years after the embedding models derived from different years were aligned. The difference between representations of a cited publication in different years can be utilized to quantify the changes of the publication's citation context. We measure the difference based on commonly used cosine similarity. Therefore, we quantify the changes of publication p happened at year t as ℎ I 6 = 1 − cos_sim( I 6 , I 6-3 ) where I 6 is the vector representation of publication p at year t derived from the citation context of p at t.
Understanding the changing roles of publications
The temporal representations of publications have the interpretability of the changing roles of publications because the representations can be described by other related and readable words or phrases in the embedding models. The related words can be easily identified by finding the nearest neighbours of the publication representation in the vector space. By identifying the related word to a publication over years, we may gain a picture depicting how the role of the publication changed in the scientific community within these years. We showed a concrete example in the section of Result.
Results

Data descriptions
We used 1,361,455 full-text scientific publications from PMC OAS in a recent decade for our analysis, but the publications without a citation of identifiable publications in the full text will be excluded. 1,205,407 publications have at least one effective citing sentence and they have 31 citing sentences on average. About 37.5 million sentences were used for our embedding model training. In this study, we aim to represent cited publications by their citation context, so we focus on the cited publications (CP) which have enough citation context information for representations. We identified cited publications with more 20 in-text citations for further analysis. We show the data distribution in Table 1 . 165,410 3,284,862 (2,532,453) 26,772 (25,985) 2014 216,359 195,492 3,827,767 (2,907,255) 32,282 (31,207) 2015 244,293 229,620 4,478,018 (3,335,289) 40,653 (39,156) 2016 258,230 247,906 4,896,693 (3,586,434) 46,182 (44,513) 1 The number in the parentheses is the number of CPs included in PubMed.
Change Scores
We computed the change score for each CP in each year by the method we introduced and observed the temporal distribution of the scores by three groups (see Table 2 ). Since the change score of p at t is derived from its representation at t and t-1, we observe the distribution from 2008 to 2016. Table 2 shows that the change scores are stable over time within a group, which are barely affected by the factors of time and observation number. However, the inter-group difference is obvious, which may indicate that the more frequently a CP is cited, the more stable its role tends to be. We also analyzed change score value distribution of the three groups (see Figure 2 ). The three groups have similar distributions where most of CPs' change scores lie in the range of 0.05 to 0.2, but the groups with more citations have narrower score range. Additionally, the distributions are roughly normal, but the groups with more citations are less slightly peaked than the ones with fewer citations. Change score ranking We listed 5 publications with highest average change scores over recent 5 years (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) (2016) . These publications greatly changed descriptions from other researchers in recent five years. The high change scores may be indications of various reasons, such as high novelty or controversy. The underlying reasons need a further examination. 
Interpretability
The change scores alone are not informative for us to understand the changes of citation context of a publication. Based on the citation representations, we can retrieve a series of similar words and publications at each time to interpret the changes. We use the publication with the highest average change score over recent 5 years (Olsen et al., 2006) as an example to demonstrate the interpretability of the temporal representations of publications. We listed the most similar publication and a group of most similar words of the publication at each year from 2012 to 2016 in Table 4 . From Table 4 , we can see the words which describe the original content of the publication like 'phosphosite'; we can also see the words describing the scientific development related to this publication like 'kinase specific phosphorylation site prediction' and 'UbPred'. It is worth noting that most similar items to publications are other publications rather than words. It is quite reasonable because publications naturally share more syntactic and semantic features than with words. The similar publications may also provide a proxy to understand the changes. 
Conclusions
In this article, we introduced an embedding learning method to represent scientific publications by using the citation context text in other publications. Our method emphasizes the temporal features of citation text to characterize the dynamic role of scientific publications. The temporal representation can be used to quantify how much the role of a publication changed as well as interpret how the role changed over time. Base on the study on a large biomedical full-text literature dataset, we conclude that the metric for quantifying the changes of publications' roles is stable over time at the population level and there is significant individual variability to distinguish individuals.
